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Abstract

This special issue seeks to highlight the ways in which diverse Asian cities – Mumbai,

Seoul, Singapore – exceed current urban theorization. Modest, but nonetheless more-

than-local re-theorization, can proceed from such empirical excess, which itself can only

be derived from sustained ethnographic examination of cities in all their diversity.

Relatedly, we cast Asia as a frontier for ethnographic strategizing – where, rather

than merely importing and applying methodological tools from elsewhere, new ways

of ‘doing’ cities emerge from reflexive engagement with emergent urban forms and ways

of life. Considering diverse urban contexts in Asia, we foreground the aspirational

dynamics of cities and ethnographic approaches to studying them. This has produced

findings that have pushed the theoretical understanding of aspirations beyond Arjun

Appadurai’s initial formulations in three ways. First, breaking from the dichotomy of

pastness and cultural futures, the authors have found pastness making up important

ingredients for aspirations. Second, the urban middle classes could very well express

subaltern aspirations for and with subaltern groups, and it would be a mistake for us to

ignore the sense and sensibility of the middle classes on account of their purported lack

of subalternity. Third, the capacity to aspire is primarily achieved in the embodied

production of space and limited by the same.
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Urban diversity, Asian cities

Legacies of the Chicago School of urban sociology in the 1920s and 1930s encom-
pass both the universalizing and individualizing extremes of urban studies schol-
arship. On the one hand, Chicago School scholars such as Ernest Burgess and
Robert Park have long been critiqued for universalizing from the experiences of
early 20th-century, industrial and immigrant Chicago (Sjoberg, 1960). On the other
hand, forms of urban ethnography pioneered in Chicago have been employed in
examining the cultural specificity and uniqueness of cities around the world.

Over the past decade, there has been growing concern in transdisciplinary urban
studies about the extent to which urban theory has been – and remains – dominated
by research on a small number of supposedly paradigmatic cities (Beauregard,
2003) in Western Europe and, especially, North America (Robinson, 2006; Roy,
2009). Cities in other regions of the world have tended to be examined in relation to
models or trends derived from Chicago or, more recently, Los Angeles, rather than
in their own terms. In addition, divergence from paradigm-defining trajectories is
conventionally regarded as a matter of merely local or regional empirical interest
rather than as informing or reforming urban theory. Urban ethnographers, par-
ticularly those operating within area studies partitions, are complicit in reprodu-
cing such ‘geographies’ of theory (Roy, 2009) to the extent that they restrict
themselves to single empirical case studies without speaking to wider theoretical
debates.

The nature of academic labor and the increasingly pervasive metrics through
which it is evaluated mean that contemporary urban studies is much more likely to
be empirically minimalist and theory-driven than the other way round. Apart from
limitations of time and resources required to carry out extended periods of in-
depth, field-based urban research, in the absence of a wider ‘theoretical contribu-
tion’, empirically-rich work is only likely to be read and cited by scholars working
on the city concerned or, at best, on its wider national or regional context.
Corollary to this is the heightened appeal of research topics that are explicitly
more-than-local in scope. The world city or global city aspirations of cities
around the world, as one key example, become attractive precisely because they
position the city and researcher concerned squarely within ‘global’ discourses and
conversations.

Meanwhile, it is precisely the globally-oriented character of associated urban
practices and people that render them amenable to study in relatively short periods
of fieldwork without the need for time-consuming area studies training, not least
having to gain proficiency in languages other than English (Bunnell and
Maringanti, 2010). The problematic outcome here is that research lenses have
come overwhelmingly to focus on particular types of people, activities and ways
of life (especially associated with financial sector elites) and particular sites (espe-
cially financial districts or enclaves), which in turn come to be viewed as synec-
doches for the cities in which they happen to be located (Amin and Graham, 1997).
Of course, important and empirically rich work can be done on Anglophone world
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city professionals and policy proponents. The problem is a hierarchy of attention
which privileges such research topics at the expense of parts and dimensions of
cities that are not so obviously more-than-local, seemingly cut off from ‘theory’, or
which necessitate extended ethnographic engagement.

This special issue seeks to highlight the more-than-local resonances and signifi-
cance of a diverse range of urban ethnographic work in cities in Asia. This does not
imply an effort to synthesize a singular regional model of Asian urbanism or the
Asian city, in opposition to some existing EuroAmerican model (cf. McGee, 1967).
Nor are we seeking to identify a city or cities in Asia that might be deemed para-
digmatic for an increasingly Asia-centered world (see Harris, 2012). Rather, our
wider concern is with ways in which diverse Asian cities – Mumbai, Seoul,
Singapore – exceed existing urban theorization. Modest, but nonetheless more-
than-local re-theorization can proceed from such empirical excess, which itself
can only be derived from sustained ethnographic examination of cities in
all their diversity. Relatedly, we cast Asia as a frontier for ethnographic
strategizing – where, rather than merely importing and applying methodological
tools from elsewhere, new ways of ‘doing’ cities might arise from reflexive engage-
ment with emergent urban forms and ways of life.

Ethnographic strategy, sensual modes

In more ways than one, this special issue takes its departure from the special issue
of Ethnography on the South Asian city edited by Ajay Gandhi and Lotte Hoek
(2012). The bewildering crowds and conviviality of South Asian cities, and their
open-endedness as highlighted in that collection, form an important prism for us to
rethink our ethnographic practice in Asian cities beyond Delhi and Mumbai. As
Gandhi and Hoek emphasize, there is a need for creative ethnographic writing to
match the open-ended living city.

We would like to take this further by criticizing two tendencies in the ethnog-
raphy of Asian cities and explicitly moving our ethnographic practice away from
them. First, we are concerned with getting snared in the representational trap of
focusing on slums that are bursting at the seams with people and creativity as the
trope for the Asian city. The study of ‘slumdog cities’ and their mass politics con-
stantly evokes the discourse of underdevelopment, which, Roy (2011) argues, plays
into the dominant narratives of the megacity and undermines subaltern urbanism.
Roy argues that we should focus on marginal, exceptional, informal and gray
spaces instead to break down the dominant narratives and understand the subal-
tern subjects and spaces of the Global South better.

The second tendency is to privilege writing as the primary locus of ethnographic
practice. Many of the reflexive issues in the practice of ethnographic writing opened
up by the interrogativeWriting Culture collection (Clifford and Marcus, 1986) have
been sidestepped in urban studies. In part, this is because the collection spoke to a
traditional anthropology that was still concerned with studying non-Western socie-
ties in non-urban settings. Urban ethnography, especially of cities of the Global
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South, is a multi- and inter-disciplinary affair that confronts the Western-trained
ethnographer with spectacular emergent phenomena, such that the anthropological
critique gets lost in disciplinary thickets and the excitement of newness. Crowded,
convivial, creative Asian cities deepen the incitement to write.

Instead of attempting to deconstruct or perform textual criticism of the urban
ethnography of ‘slumdog cities’, we take the sensory incitement to write as our
ethnographic strategy. The traveling body of the ethnographer becomes the site of
learning and his or her sensory reflexivity the frontier of ethical, postcolonial pol-
itics. In this sense, our ethnographic strategy remains representational, unlike the
non-representation spatialities of feeling emphasized by Thrift (2007). We see the
urban aspirational dynamics and politics as embodied, with the senses deployed to
represent and express aspirations. Our ethnographic strategy uses reflexive sensual
modes of ethnography to draw out, record and understand the sensually expressed
aspirations. In other words, we do not only take the sensorium as object of study
but also as constitutive of the production of knowledge.

In terms of comparative strategy, our approach follows McFarlane’s (2010)
positioning of comparison across the global North-South divide in urban studies
as a strategy for epistemic learning and ethical politics, rather than using compari-
son simply as an operational tool. As McFarlane argues, we need to move away
from seeing comparison as engendering mere practicalities, methodologies and
typologies, and to see it as a strategy to learn from the cities, citizens and cultures
of knowledge across the North-South divide. What we do here, differently, is to
pose comparisons within the North-South divide by presenting a series of Asian
cities as studied by itinerant ethnographers engaging and breaking with Western
urban categories and typologies. We neither write the Asian city nor do ethnog-
raphy to translate its authentic essence, but we do Asian cities and the ethnography
of that doing aims at opening new vistas of knowledge of urbanism.

Modest theorization, urban aspirations

Our special issue begins with Kelvin Low arguing that social sensory methodolo-
gies could be fruitfully combined with walking streets and back alleys to map the
production of urban spaces as filled with ethno-religious significance and displays
of secular state power. In the second article, Nicholas Harkness analyzes song and
voice in the churches and music halls of Seoul, showing how the soundscape of the
city is produced to hook the personal emotions onto nationalist sentiments and
spiritual sensibilities onto historical consciousness, thus evoking a Christian Korea
and Seoul as the city of ethno-religious-nationalist revival.

The third article has Kai Khiun Liew and Natalie Pang documenting the ethno-
graphic production of peri-urban spaces and their virtual mapping on internet
social media by heritage activists fighting for the conservation of these sites against
the neoliberal economic agenda of the developmental state in Singapore. In the last
article, Radhika Gupta takes her traveling into and movement in the Shia Muslim
quarter of Mumbai to enquire into the ghetto effect produced by ethno-religious
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suspicion and antagonism. Using the fleeting but intimate encounters between a
non-Muslim female anthropologist and her Muslim ‘informants’, and turning the
‘slumdog city’ representation on its head, Gupta calls for an ethico-political eth-
nography built on trust-building encounters in everyday life.

Together, the four articles collected here reflect on how the ethnographer’s body
and senses could act as both the instrument and object of ethnography. In terms of
theory, the articles are related to each other by the concern with urban aspirations.
Anthropologists who have been keen observers of the globalization of Asian cities
are among those to have picked up on the conceptual significance of aspirations.
For Arjun Appadurai (2004), the term makes possible a reorientation of anthro-
pology’s core concept of culture away from ‘pastness’ – habit, custom, heritage,
tradition – and towards examination of futures which have conventionally been
associated with economics and development. Building upon Appadurai’s concep-
tual starters, the task remains for scholars to identify and conceptualize the cultural
forces that drive people to build and rebuild their worlds in the face of often
daunting challenges.

What Appadurai refers to as the subaltern ‘capacity to aspire’ provides a con-
ceptual bridge between culture and development, which is particularly apt for the
study of booming Asian cities. Aspirations drive urban transformation, usually
incrementally but sometimes also in revolutionary ways. Aspirations form the cul-
tural terrain over which the powerful and the subaltern battle to shape the city, but
also where new alliances and solidarities among members of these groups are
forged. We seek to contribute to work that recognizes the dialectic between the
marginalized and the powerful is not socially hardwired (Bunnell and Goh, 2012).
There are times when the people who would otherwise be part of the power elite
either take the side of the marginalized or mediate the dialectic to produce further
alternative aspirations. Considering diverse urban contexts in Asia, the four articles
foreground the aspirational dynamics of cities and ethnographic approaches to
studying them. This has produced findings that have pushed the theoretical under-
standing of aspirations beyond Appadurai’s initial formulations in three ways.

First, breaking from the dichotomy of pastness and cultural futures, the
authors have found pastness making up important ingredients for aspirations.
Low and Liew and Pang found heritage, sensually captured in walking and
visual mapping, to be crucial for the expression of urban aspirations alternative
to the state’s developmentalist vision in Singapore. Harkness and Gupta found
existing religious sentiments and ingrained ethnonational biases to be critical for
the representation of urban aspirations of both migrants and locals in Seoul and
Mumbai.

Second, the urban middle classes could very well express subaltern aspirations
for and with subaltern groups and it would be a mistake for us to ignore the sense
and sensibility of the middle classes on account of their purported lack of subal-
ternity. Examples in the four articles include Singapore’s heritage activists, Seoul’s
mega-church pastors, and Mumbai’s Shia entrepreneurs. Overall, the papers
express the need for us not to presume group solidarities on the assumed shared
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class, ethnic or caste background, as Gupta warns, lest we get trapped in our own
epistemic ghettos.

Third, the capacity to aspire is primarily achieved in the embodied production of
space and limited by the same. We see this in the ‘softening’ of the ghetto effect
affected by Gupta’s ethnographic encounters, and yet the urban permanence of
migrant streets is denied and the Mumbai ghetto can only be transgressed and not
removed. The same could be said with the ‘softening’ of top-down urban planning
by heritage counter-mapping in Singapore, which chips away but does not funda-
mentally change the ‘hard’ modality of state-controlled production of the global city
for neoliberal market flows. Here, in the embodied production of space, the sensu-
ous performances of doing the city may not alter the urban landscape materially but
they leave affective traces, burning memories onto buildings and sidewalks, cobble-
stones and tombstones alike. The affective afterlives evoke aspirations and provoke
actions which mean that the ‘doing’ of Asian cities inevitably confronts political
structures and power relations producing the spatiality in the first place.

Comparative and collaborative ethnographies

We trained our focus on urban aspirations because this cultural aspect of the
growth of cities in Asia and the Global South has been largely marginalized in
urban theory. Based on the vantage point of Western European and North
American cities, urban studies remain caught in the theoretical bind between
top-down planning perspectives concerned with neoliberal flows and counter-
cultural criticisms advocating spatial justice and rights to the city. This is not to
say that Asian cities are not facing a similar bind, but that there are other aspects, if
we take the vantage point of Asian cities, which are equally important in causing
transformations of the urban globally.

However, we do not think that the ethnography of an Asian city or several
Asian cities by a solo ethnographer is going to yield even the modest theorization
of marginalized issues like aspirations we have accomplished here. This special
issue is not simply an edited collection of individual cases but is a product of a
series of stepped-up collaborative interactions between ethnographers. In the first
place, the ethnographers are associated with urban research clusters at academic
institutions in Göttingen, Mumbai, Seoul and Singapore and the clusters are net-
worked with each other and have frequent conversations with each other through
conferences and visiting exchanges. It was at one such conference, of many that
took place over the past five years, that the papers here were workshopped in such
a way that the ethnographers from the clusters ‘doing’ any one of the Asian cities
engaged with insights from ‘doing’ the others. This collaborative ethnography is
itself a comparative gesture, where a relationally-informed ethnographic instance is
no longer a single bounded and parochial case but a form of ‘individualizing’
comparison (Robinson, 2011: 6).

In this sense, our special issue is positioned between the individualizing and
universalizing takes on the Chicago School. The universalizing moment began
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with the discovery of the common theme of aspirations to link our ethnographies of
otherwise very different cities, which have brought out methodological questions
and theoretical issues. Thus, we have come to emphasize the reflexive sensing,
‘doing’, of the city and have proposed the three modest theorizations concerning
the futuristic possibilities of pastness, the polythetic character of subalternity and
the embodied production of space. Regardless, each ethnographer writes the
uniqueness of each city and individual theoretical concerns into each piece. Like
Harkness’s singing Christians of Seoul, it is this tension between the literal voice of
each ethnography and the metaphorical voice of our modest theorizations that
we hope will produce new understandings of our increasingly interconnected
urban lives.
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